These amusing series from Megan McDonald will add humor and kindness to your classroom. They highlight friendship, family, and school-related themes while also touching on topics across the curriculum.
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Judy Moody’s enthusiasm, individuality, and abundant curiosity make her a perfect companion for young readers learning to navigate school, family, and friendships. Her adventures make great classroom read-alouds and stepping stones into curriculum topics.
Stink Moody is a fact freak, a math maniac, a science star, and an encyclopedia enthusiast. In short, he’s smart and thinks knowledge is pretty awesome. In each book in the Stink series, readers see him questioning, investigating, and discovering the world around him.

And don’t forget Stink’s website! Visit www.stinkmoody.com for sample chapters, teachers’ guides, digital downloads, and more!
This series about friendship for newly independent readers is just the right stepping stone to the Judy Moody and Stink books.

Read around the seasons with the dynamic sibling duo!

Megan McDonald’s
Totally Rare Teachers’ Club e-newsletter, which goes out twice a year, includes a note from Megan as well as activities for the classroom, events, and giveaways.

Candlewick Classroom is a monthly e-newsletter created specifically with the classroom in mind.